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Who says quack? Not a hen, or a pig, or a cowâ€”or a host of other noisy animals. They cluck, oink,

moo, and moreâ€”and children can guess the sound each one makes as they turn the pages of this

fun and sturdy photographic book.
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I was really impressed with the writing in this book, even though I think that this review of mine

probably has more words than the text of the actual book. The writing is fun, clever, and very

interesting, even though it's just a book about a handful of animal sounds.The pictures in the book

are excellent, too. Each page has a different animal with a different animal sound. For example,

Moo for cows, and oink-oink-oink for pigs.The book is extremely small. Make sure you check out the

video to see how small this book is before you get it.Pros:+Fun book of animal sounds+Great

writing, for just about 50 words+Solid construction, so the book will last in a rugged

environmentCons:-Very small book

This is without question my sons favorite book, ever since he was a little baby about 4 months until

now 13 months everytime I take the book out to read it to him he starts laughing and starts getting



excited. He absolutely love the book. I have other books but none grab his attention more than this

one. Great book and it teaches about different sounds animals make.

With my first child, I looked for a board book or picture book about animals, but the only books I

could find were cartoon interpretations of real animals and my baby could not relate to them at all. I

wanted to teach my child what REAL animals looked like and I was so glad I found this book! The

pictures are very simple: a close up of a real animal against a simplified background (ex: grass).

The text is also simple and tells the reader what sound each animal makes. I used this book to

teach my first child the names of animals and the sounds they make. My second child (currently 13

months) absolutely adores this book and we read it over and over again. She is not particularly

interested in learning words, but she is now trying to imitate the animal sounds when we read this

book.

This little board book lasted through several of my children and they all loved it.It is cute, it is short,

and it has great pictures!Babies normally love animals- and this book won't disappoint!

Been reading this to my baby since he was born. He loves it. He's 7 months now & as soon as I get

it out he gets really excited. I think he likes the photos (rather than drawings), & the rhyming text.

The text is short enough he doesn't get tired of the picture before it's done. And I can teach him his

"Baby Signs" with each picture of the animal. I'm sure he'll like doing the animal sounds himself

evenutally. And it's a very sturdy book. I let him turn the pages & it's holding up great. We have a

ton of books & this is one of the ones I'd definetly get.

Cute book !! You can not really beat the prices for books on . What else can I say? Accurately

describe, nice board book colorful. Used as part of a baby shower gift with other books from  made

a nice gift.

My daughter LOVES this book! The photos are clear and crisp and the size of the book, while small,

is perfect for little hands. We look at each page and practice our animal sounds. Her favorite pages

are the dog/kitty and rooster/donkey. This is a great book for practicing our sign language for

animals, too.I find her looking through this book on her own quite a bit and we have it on heavy

rotation at bedtime, too.



My baby loves this book and I think it has to do with the pictures. The pages are not cluttered; each

page shows an animal that is easy to see with no other distractions to confuse my little lady. She

likes to hear the animal sounds that I try to make while she gets to examine each animal. It's always

a favorite any time we read this book.
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